Objetivos: Este trabalho teve como objetivo principal a obtenção de dados de pequenos campos de raios X que evidenciassem as hipóteses apontadas como dificultadoras para a dosimetria destes. 
Introduction
The evolution of techniques and protocols available for therapeutic methods using ionizing radiation are proving very promising. However, they also have brought new challenges mainly due to the use of different physical conditions of those already well established in conventional radiotherapy.
In this scope is important to devote special attention to the techniques that make use of small fields of Xray or even dynamic fields to achieve their goals and confer advantages over their predecessors. The radiosurgery (RS) and of Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) techniques stand out for being widespread in the world, but not yet fully consolidated dosimetric point of view.
Radiosurgery is a technique that uses a combination of static fields noncoplanar with millimetric dimensions to provide a highly concentrated dose distribution and high precision. Its main indications are neoplastic or non-neoplastic treatments when surgical access is contraindicated. The prescribed dose can be a single fraction or up to five Hypofractionated session [1, 2] .
Currently, these small fields are produced with the aid of collimation tool in conventional linear accelerators by means of cones and micro multileaf systems (MMLC), or by devices dedicated to this purpose, as Cyberknife and Gamma Knife.
Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy, although use larger fields that RS, it uses beam field fractions in which physical conditions similar to radiosurgery are caused [3] . Therefore, being subject to similar dosimetric difficulties to commonly encountered in radiosurgery.
Various regulatory agencies and research groups have proposed quality control and dosimetry protocols specific for each technique [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, so far, all the proposals researched showed differences among themselves, which puts under suspicion the overall effectiveness of its methods [8] .For this computational/theoretical explorations, were used numerical solutions obtained by the Monte Carlo method, aiming to generate own computer data to illustrate the argument presented here.
It is hoped that this, can contribute significantly to the clarification of this research frontier in dosimetry and promote initiatives to collaborate with the worldwide broadcast, efforts to build new knowledge and techniques applicable to this context.
Small Fields: What is it?
The qualification of a particular field of photons as small or conventional is controversial because there is no consensus in the literature on a boundary that distinguishes them precisely [8] . The reason for this controversy is due to the effects arousing particular concern in small fields are also found in conventional fields, however, in the conventional field, these effects are manifested more subtle or imperceptible and therefore, can be considered negligible [9] . Therefore, what is observed for continuous decreases the size of the fields, is a gradual increase of disturbance in dosimetric behavior. When the dimensions of the equivalent fields approach 4x4 cm², these disturbances become significant enough to interfere deleterious manner in delivering the dose to the target volume.
The sources of such interference are assigned to some missing factors that are considered standards in the dosimetry of conventional fields, such as the loss of charged-particle equilibrium; blocking part of the field source collimation by the system and the fact of the detector dimensions are comparable to the size of the field.
These new physical conditions hinder the use of traditional dosimetric methods such as the use of cavity theory, either with its traditional formalism, or with the more modern formalism [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Indra (2008) has presented a clear demonstration of this issue. In his paper, the author presents an exploration of the differences in the responses of different commercially available dosimeters when they are used for dosimetry of conventional fields and small fields. The results presented indicate a high probability of significant errors in the delivered doses in medical exposures employing equivalent fields smaller than 4x4 cm² [9] .
These differences also affect sizing the fields since due to the penumbra effects caused by the proximity of the field size and the source size, its geometric dimensions do not match the dosimetric dimensions [11] .
In this work was carried out an investigation of the physical characteristics that hinder a more accurate dosimetry of non-standard fields in order to contribute to the effort to overcome the theoretical and practical obstacle mentioned. This is important, for maximizing the effectiveness of all medical exposures employing fields with these characteristics.
Materials and Methods

Code of Computer Simulation
The data presented here, were obtained through computer simulations employing the Monte Carlo method to simulate the transport of ionizing radiation and the interaction of radiation with matter.
The simulations were performed using a modified version of egs_chamber code, an implementation derived from EGSnrc radiation transport code in its latest version written in the language C ++ [14] .
The EGSnrc, although it can be used for any application involving ionizing radiation, has a specially focused vocation to the medical purposes, due to the large number of applications developed for this purpose, and ease of deployment and redeployment other applications for the same research area [14] [15] [16] . The linear accelerator used as a reference, was a Varian Clinac 2100C, operating in a radiotherapy service in the city of Belo Horizonte, which produces non-standard beams by the obstruction of the main beam with small diameter cones made of lead and steel coated. It was modeled and simulated by the derived application BEAMnrc [15] using the method already employed by the authors in other works [17] . A cutaway view of components used for the model construction can be observed in Figure 1 .
The Accelerator Model
Description of SRS Cones
The cones in the model perform the function of a third Collimation System, which is responsible for sealing up the beam until usual dimensions for the SRS technique. Therefore, being they are one of the most important parts for the small field characterization.
Each cone, used in the clinical routine of radiotherapy, consists of a lead cylinder with a height of 120 mm, surrounded by a steel skin of 5 mm thickness. The inside part of these cylinders has a conical hole with a solid angle that provides a light field equal to the nominal cone diameter in its isocenter. In this study, 12 cones with nominal diameters between 9mm and 42mm were used. However, due to a matter of computational demand, dose side profiles and Collision Kerma values were calculated only for cones with 9, 21, 33 and 42 mm nominal diameter.
Computational Dosimetry
For the dosimetry, a cubic phantom model with a 30 cm edge was used. In this phantom was added a non-voxel based geometry of detectors specialists in obtaining results of higher precision in fields with low statistical particles, as is the case of small fields. This geometry uses modern algorithms that promote the improvement of cross sections (XCSE) and production phase space intermediate files (PSPP) . Techniques that permit production of highly reliable results and reduce the computing time required for the simulations [18] . In Figure 2a can be seen geometry detection employed to obtain the data, volumes highlighted in red are those where happens the improvement of XCSE cross-section. IPSS was registered, at the outer limit of the green volume, and inside was positioned this specialized detectors, its geometry can be seen in Figure 2b. 
Quantities Measures
During the simulations were evaluated two quantities of interest for analysis, Depth Collision Kerma and the Depth Dose. Such quantities are fundamental to verify the discrepancy between the dose delivered to the target volume and one that is obtained by the use of conventional dosimetric formulation, valid for small radiation fields. These parameters also serve as an indication of how much the simulated fields coincide or not with the collision kerma in depth after the maximum dose point. Figure 3 shows the behavior traditionally expected in conventional fields indirectly ionizing radiation, comprising the classic conditions of charged-particle equilibrium (CPE) and transient charged-particle equilibrium (TCPE). The charged-particle equilibrium refers to the more classical physical condition of dosimetry that establishes the numerical equivalence of the dose deposited in the media (D) and the collision kerma (Kc), which can mathematically be written as equation 1.
The second condition, similar to the first requires the introduction of an additional factor that modifies the position of Collision Kerma curve in relation to the dose curve of the form given by equation 2.
According to Roesch (1958) [19] the coefficient b added to the equation 2 can be described as a function of the common slope between the curves of Dose and Collision Kerma and the mean distance of path of the secondary particles in the direction of primary beam. With the application of this concept, equation 2 is modified assuming the form shown in equation 3.
In any case, the ratio between the dose and Collision Kerma may be associated with a constant    . This property was used to check the commitment in the establishment of charged-particle equilibrium modes in small fields. The Collision Kerma values were transcribed in a trend line through a linear regression to the data generated in order to obtain a global behavior of this magnitude.
An estimation of discrepancy between the Collision Kerma and Dose Curve can be established through the Average Absolute Discrepancy (AAD). In this work, AAD was defined as the absolute average of the discrepancy between the Collision Kerma and the Dose at points with depth equal or greater than to the maximum dose point. The mathematical method to obtain this value can be found in equation 4.
At the same time, the Uncertainty (σ) was estimated as the average standard deviation of the values assumed by the absolute percentage discrepancy, as can be seen in equation 5.
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The lateral doses in the phantom surface were also measured and, with these data, it was possible to demonstrate the incompatibility between the dosimetric dimensions of small fields with nominal geometrical sizes. Figure 4 shows the lateral normalized dose profile of four different circular fields with diameter of 9, 21 and 33mm obtained by SRS cones and a square field of 50x50 mm². Can be clearly seen in the characteristic curve of the field 50x50 mm², that the field width at half maximum of the maximum intensity (FWHM), focuses very well on the points 2.5 cm and presumably on its symmetrical point. However, the incidence of FWHM exactly on the geometrical dimensions of the beam does not occur in smaller fields indicating the incompatibility already mentioned. Could initially be assumed that an increase of these discrepancies occurs simultaneously with the decreasing size of the simulated field, however, this was not a valid assumption, as can be seen in Figure 5 .
Results and discussions
Field Dimensions
What was found was a significant increase of this magnitude to a certain level slightly lower than the 10%, which remained approximately constant for fields with circular areas values between 2 and 12 cm² approximately. For areas outside this range, lower values of absolute differences were observed. These values were obtained from the circular fields with diameter of 9, 21, 33 and 42 mm and a square field with sides of 50 mm. By means of the charts, it can be seen that these doses had the characteristic behavior of classical depth-dose curves percentage. However, the relationship between dose and Collision Kerma showed deviant behavior that expected for establishing conditions CPE and TCPE in the fields of diameter less than 21mm. In these fields, besides the non-coincidence of the Depth Collision Kerma and Percentage Depth Dose curves a disagreement of its angular coefficients was observed too. For the nominal field diameter equal to 33mm, there is a good approximation of the slope coefficients, but Dose and Collision Kerma still have discrepancies higher than the uncertainty of the measurements. Indicating what appears to be the behavior of a TCPE condition. The fields of 42 mm and 50x50 mm², technically there was achieving of CPE conditions.
More explicitly, Table 1 shows the Average Absolute Discrepancy between Kerma collision and dose for the curves shown in Figure 6 . 
Relevant Methodological Aspects
The Monte Carlo simulations, regardless of its applicability, resulting in data associated with a nonabsolute reliability, that is, there are always uncertainties associated with each of the calculated data. In the simulations of this study were determined as permissible values, 2% uncertainty to the side doses shown in Figure 4 and propagated to Figure 5 , from 1% to the amount of uncertainty in depth and 4% in the collision kerma uncertainties. Therefore, one should consider these values as those representatives of the data reliability presented. Figure 5 shows a decrease in the absolute discrepancy between the geometrical and dosimetric sizes of fields with diameters less than 15 mm. The causes of this reduction has not yet been identified by authors, and may be associated with the most severe dosimetric compromises due to the range of secondary particles are in some cases, larger than the dimensions of the field, in contrast to the small dimensions of the detector used. Extrapolation of this behavior for smaller fields should not be considered a valid conclusion to such a phenomenon before further investigation about him are realized. It should be emphasized that in recent literature, have not found any solid statements about this characteristic increased precision of the field.
Another methodological issue that deserves consideration refers to the simultaneous use of data circular and square fields. The high computational demand for the realization of the simulations and the unavailability of a computational model commissioned of other collimation forms for small fields, prevented this weakness was avoided. Therefore, should be treated with some caution the effective continuity of dosimetric behavior between square and circular fields, considering the possibility of dosimetric fluctuations when square and circular equivalent fields are used. Work in this respect are suggested for bulking data about the reliability of the Monte Carlo method and radiation transport codes for the simulation of small fields.
Linear regression applied to the representation of the Collision Kerma is a factor that introduces additional errors in our data, despite this low dispersion of the points in Collision Kerma curve, made it possible to obtain this line maintaining at acceptable levels accumulated errors, as can be seen in the data in Table 1 .
Conclusion
The data showed an unexpected behavior in relation to the accuracy of dimensions of small fields. It was expected that data would confirm a gradual decrease in the accuracy of the field when the magnitude was measured by the absolute discrepancy between nominal size of the field at the isocenter and the dose FWHM.
However, the data demonstrate an increase in accuracy in the very small fields. Furthermore, a constant level of precision was observed in the size of the fields that extended the beam diameter from 15 mm to 36mm.. The verification of establishment or nonestablishment of CPE and TCPE conditions proved to be quite satisfactory, although an additional uncertainty occurred in Collision Kerma data. It was found that in extreme conditions, such as a circular field diameter 9 mm, occur on average 14% dosimetric errors, reaching up to 20%. At the same time, the largest fields data, showed that the CPE reestablishes very quickly to larger fields, being fully achieved in square fields of 50x50 mm².
